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Examining Word Painting in the Vocal Works of Earl Kim 

Earl Kim (1920-1998) grew up in California as the third son of Korean immigrants and 

began his musical studies on piano at age 10. While attending UCLA and UC Berkeley, he 

studied with Schoenberg, Bloch, and Sessions, three influential composers grounded in the 

European tradition. Kim’s compositional style was greatly affected by experience in the U.S. 

Army Air Force as a combat intelligence officer, where one of his duties was photographing 

destruction caused by war, most notably having flow over the remains of Nagasaki 24 hours after 

it was bombed. Composer and flautist John Heiss, a student of Kim’s at Princeton University, 

notes that Kim’s experience in the military “caused him to look inward at what was important 

and what was not. Less immediately became more.”  His music is in part a reaction to the 1

atrocities he witnessed, but also a form of protest: in the 1980s, he co-founded and served as 

president of Musicians Against Nuclear Arms. His music is sparse and intentional, every note as 

powerful as a large outpouring of sound. This paper will examine how Kim’s overwhelming use 

of sparsity show his mastery of word painting in “Listen to it rain,” and how his attention to each 

line, word, and orchestration encourage the audience to focus on the poetry and their emotional 

response. 

Kim holds a rare distinction of being one of a select group of composers permitted to set 

the texts of Samuel Beckett, who reportedly enjoyed his music. In speaking of setting the words 
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of Samuel Beckett, Kim writes, “I identify closely with the beauty and virtuosity of his language 

in which every detail is reduced to its maximum — only essentials remain.”  This idea of 2

reduced details for maximum impact is employed in his compositions. A former student, 

Anthony Brandt, states that his work,  

[S]how[s] Kim to be a master of interior passion, with an exacting sense of sonority,
harmony, and pacing. His music combines elusiveness, ambiguity, and ellipses with a
restrained romanticism, yielding works of troubled stillness and abiding beauty.3

This approach is evident not only in his settings of Beckett’s texts, such as Exercises en route 

(1963-70) and Now and Then (1981), but also in the translations used in his settings of 

Guillaume Apollinaire and Arthur Rimbaud in Where Grief Slumbers (1983). This work, for 

soprano, harp, and string octet, is seven movements. The first movement, “Listen to it rain,” is 

one of the settings by Apollinaire in translation by A. H. Greet, who provided translations for the 

majority of the larger work. 

Calligrammes, poèmes de la paix et de la guerre (1913-1916), from where this poem 

comes, is said by many to be Apollinaire’s best work. This collection of concrete poetry employs 

less surrealism in composition and reflects on his experience as a soldier in WWI, beginning his 

service in 1914. Apollinaire’s experience as an infantry officer and the wounds sustained as a 

result of his experiences during WWI assuredly influenced the creation of this collection. 

In referring to poetry, Apollinaire wrote: 

Sweet poetry! The most beautiful of arts! You, who set off our creative powers, bring us 
near to divinity; deceptions have not diminished the love that I have held for you since 
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my tender childhood! Even the war added to poetry’s power over me and it is thanks to 
the one and the other that the sky these days is confused with my starry head.  4

Though many of his compositions are prose, even a revision in 1913 to Les mamelles de Tirésias 

(1903), Apollinaire’s return to poetry after his experience in WWI may have been his way to 

reconcile the gruesome visions which may have accompanied him long after his service ended. 

Apollinaire's experience in war combined with Kim’s own military experience effects the 

tonality and mood of this first movement, as well as the work overall. 

 Outside of composing, Kim frequently coached chamber music and singers. In both the 

singing of lieder and in his own compositions, he encouraged the full range of dynamics. 

Soprano Bethany Beardslee recounts this in her memoir, writing, “... he insisted on a full range 

of dynamics. Working with him, I learned how to sing all the gradations of piano, from mp to 

ppp.”  Much of his music has a subdued quality, employing these gradations of piano, causing 5

advanced performers to perform his music with the required sensitivity. “Listen to it rain” is no 

exception, as the loudest dynamic is mp. 

 The visual component of this poetry impacts the reader’s perception and interpretation of 

the work. Notable is the unusual configuration of the vocal line in the score. Kim’s setting of 

Apollinaire by A.H. Greet comprises 12 staves, each is dedicated to a singular pitch. (See 

Appendix A for full score.) The nontraditional configuration of notation led me to inquire into 

the original setting of Apollinaire’s poem, which appears in the following way. (A scan of the 

original can be seen in Appendix B.)  

 Apollinaire, La Femme assise as cited and translated in Zukofsky, 147.4

 Italics and bold original. Beardslee and Proctor, “Earl Kim and Russell Sherman,” 162.5
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Kim wrote the about an earlier composition, 

The music is notated in vertical columns, rather than horizontally, to reflect the visual 
design of the poem. Pauses and silences are dictated by the spacing of the lines. 
Overlappings and repetitions of single words gently insist on images of innocence, 
vulnerability and the ominous threat of annihilation. Words, voice and harp all merge into 
one — each accompany each other.  7

“Listen to it rain” begins with a single attack, the initial note plucked by cello and harp, and 

followed by an instrumentally-doubled vocal line. The visual spacing of the lines has the effect 

of each sung pitch and corresponding syllable containing weight and importance. The 

combination of soprano, harp, and cello create a very specific sonic space, in addition to three 

string flourishes placed after specific text. The specific combination of these instruments create a 

sonic world  

 Kim is able to transform the translation of Apollinaire’s text by creating a sensory 

experience for the audience and performers. The intensity of such sparseness encourages the 

audience to focus on the poetry and their emotional response to his setting. He wrote with his 

audience in mind, as soprano Bethany Beardslee shared the following thought: 

He told me never to underestimate the audience. You determine the dynamics, he said, 
and the audience will be drawn into your world. I trusted him; of course, he was right.  8

Kim’s confidence in his audience’s comprehension and their appreciation of his music was 

paramount to the work he undertook; with his highly sophisticated music, he entrusted them to 

be able to comprehend its sophistication. 

 The visual configuration of falling lines of “Ecoute s’il pleut écoute s’il pleut/Listen to it 

rain” both in the written text and musical score are intentional by both Apollinaire and Kim. It 
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can be seen as a visual representation of rain falling. This chain of raindrops reinforced by the 

harp accompaniment, which follows the descending soprano line in unison and is highly 

representative due to the plucked nature of the instrument, wherein it sounds like literal 

raindrops. Brandt writes,  

In traditional vocal settings, the singer’s line is often doubled — that is, reinforced by 
another instrument. Kim turns the questions of doubling into a contrapuntal force: which 
instrument is doing it; for how long; in what register; does it align with, anticipate, or 
echo the voice? The weighing of all these factors yields vocal lines that are dexterously 
and richly colored. In this way, doubling becomes a crucial element of motion, contrast, 
and recognition.  9

In measures 2, 4, and 6, the addition of the plucked cello down an octave echoes the voice and 

increases the text’s importance. This doubling is indeed crucial to emphasize the aural 

representation of raindrops. 

  The melody supporting the phrase “la pluie fine la pluie,” translated as “fine rain the 

rain,” repeats pitches in succession. Reinforcing the idea of falling rain via repetition of text and 

notes, rain is also a representation of tears in remembering the fallen soldiers. This harkens to 

Apollinaire’s and Kim’s military service and their own sorrow for their fellow infantrymen. 

Kim’s choice to repeat these pitches further emphasizes the central pitches of the vocal line. 

 In the 13 phrases Kim derives from Apollinaire’s one line spread over five columns, the 

vocal line begins with a higher pitch ascending until reaching the highest pitch, G5. Additionally, 

Kim contains in this pitch set a half step, which is historically important. Renaissance composers 

such as Du Fay and Machaut as well as Baroque madrigalists would use descending intervals to 
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indicate a “sighing” gesture. Kim seems to reference this significance musical motive, and 

highlights the characteristics often associated with this interval. 

 Noticeable differences from the steady falling quarter notes in the score appear in 

measures 4, 5, and 7. While the violins and viola have provided steady octaves which create an 

ambient environment, these measures incorporate the two soli violin 1 players have quick 

sixteenth and thirty-second note flourishes. Kim wrote twelve-tone adjacent compositions, and 

these pitches complete the twelve tones, as this is the 6-z29 compliment to the descending 6-z50 

hexachord found within the vocal phrase. The first and third flourishes occur after the vocal line 

begins on G5 and the second after the central pitch E4. 

 The employment of these melodic figures comes after very specific lines of text: the first 

accompanies the words “blind soldiers”; the second phrase mentions “Flanders,” which is a 

reference to Flanders Fields, the English common name of World War I battlefields in the area 

bordering England and France; and the third iteration arrives after the text “beautiful beings 

invisible.”  

 These figures may represent many feelings, including shock, terror, or anxiety. However, 

given the noted pp dynamic marking, it appears as though these violins may be leading to the 

final flourish, representing the rising spirits - “the beautiful beings invisible.” In my own 

listening to this movement, with consideration to the juxtaposition of the descending vocal line 

and ascending violin flourishes, I have an image of a battlefield with rain and smoke and heat 

from the rain falling on the dirt rising up. This creates a somber scene wherein one can place 

themselves into the memories of Apollinaire and Kim. 



 In every marked measure, which contain one to three phrases, the violins, viola, and harp 

create an ambient mood by sustaining the initial vocal pitch of each phrase. The downbeats of 

measures 1-3 rise by step until arriving in the third measure on G5, the highest pitch of the 

movement, on the word “blind.” 

 This rising gesture occurs a second time from measures 4-6, though with a deviation from 

the first iteration. The highest soprano pitch in measure 5, again a G, is accompanied only by the 

doubled harp. The text here, “beautiful beings invisible,” with no additional reinforcement from 

the strings, is made more intimate and mournful. As cited from Brandt earlier in this paper, 

Kim’s doubling was intentional and orchestration is highly important. As the soprano sings 

“beautiful beings invisible” in near silence, the violin flourish sounds after this text. This sparse 

texture highlights the intensity of the text; invisible soldiers lost to the horrors of battle, lost in 

the annals of history, invisible to all except those who knew them and grieve for their death. 

 The importance placed on orchestration by Kim is also seen in measures 2, 4, and 6. 

Within these phrases, the harp adds a lower octave and the cello plays with the added octave in 

the harp, all in unison with the voice. The text in these three instances is the repeated “so tender 

and so gentle.” The pizzicato marking in the score for the cello, as well as the nature of the 

plucked harp, on these doubled lines reinforces the idea of tenderness. As earlier cited that Kim 

uses repeated words to project innocence and vulnerability, the reinforced “tender” and “gentle” 

create an emotional pull to the listener. This invites the audience to picture the images and 

visions of war described by Apollinaire and brought to life through Kim's composition. 

 The translation of Apollinaire’s poetry in the hands of Earl Kim creates a remarkable 

sonic experience, sparse and specific, yet rife with emotion. Drawing inspiration from 



Apollinaire’s visual format, Kim masterfully creates a metaphor for fallen soldiers and the scene 

of a battlefield, aided by the use of his orchestration. Kim’s sensitivity to text and definitive use 

of pitches, including repetition, to highlight words increases the audience’s experience. His vocal 

compositions such as Where Grief Slumbers show his thoughtfulness and appreciation for poetry 

of masterful authors and, in his hands, beauty springs forth. 
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Appendix B: Original publication of Apollinaire poetry. 
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